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Introduction

On a clear morning on September 11, 2001 New York City’s tallest buildings were reduced to 1.6 million tons of ruins. The vast aggregate of twisted steel, pulverized concrete, and shattered glass left in the wake of terrorism is best fathomed as representing the equivalent of roughly one million cars, or the steel from 20 Golden Gate Bridges. While natural disasters have resulted in greater quantities of debris, as in the case of Hurricane Andrew—which produced 15 million tons of rubble—they provide a feeble comparison to Ground Zero, where the destruction was centered within a 16-acre site. In addition to the sheer magnitude of the disaster, the efforts of relief workers were complicated by the perils inherent in working on what amounted to a macabre Jenga game, where removing the wrong beam could result in the collapse of an entire sector of the site or inadvertently fanning the long-burning fires. In addition to the physical hazards, an incalculable emotional toll confronted those laboring on what amounted to a gravesite and crime scene.

Pursuant to the emergency contracts, the contractors were paid on a “time and materials” basis, meaning that payments were based on the hours worked rather than the amount hauled. Such contracts are particularly susceptible to abuse because little incentive exists to work quickly, and ample temptation persists to submit inflated invoices for phantom labor-hours and materials. Nevertheless, the only significant construction-related fraud publicly reported during the course of the cleanup effort consisted of an alleged theft of 250 tons of scrap metal which were illegally transported to two sites in New Jersey and one site on Long Island.

Subsequent to reports of the plundered steel, the Giuliani administration took the unusual step of requiring the hiring of four Independent Private Sector Inspectors General (“IPSIGs”) in early October 2001, to “serve as ‘watchdogs’ to make certain that all contractors and subcontractors perform this important public service work according to the highest standards of accountability.” The construction compliance monitoring conducted by the IPSIGs included, among other things, background checks of all contractors and subcontractors, the tracking of personnel and equipment, surveilling and charting of all debris pick-ups and drop-offs, forensic audits of all billing requisitions submitted to New York City, surveilling worker sign-ins and sign-outs, manning a 24-hour confidential hot line to receive complaints, tips and investigative leads, etc.

The balance of this article considers the role served by IPSIGs in combating corruption in New York City’s construction industry generally, then prophylactically, in the emergency setting of Ground Zero and finally, the application of this unique concept to similar problems across the Atlantic Ocean.
the application of this unique concept to similar problems across the Atlantic Ocean. Part I offers a brief overview of the historical backdrop of corruption and organized crime in New York’s construction industry. Part II introduces the reader to a comparatively new means of preventing corruption and detecting wrongdoing: the IPSIG. We also consider the use of IPSIGs in rehabilitating corporations and other business entities tainted by scandal and those already found “non-responsible” for government contracts. Part III describes the monitoring effort at Ground Zero coordinated by the Department of Investigation, (“DOI”), and augmented by the efforts of four IPSIGs. As will become evident, the work at Ground Zero served as a test case for IPSIGs under exceptionally trying circumstances and demonstrates the potential for expanding their use. Part IV describes the current situation in Northern Ireland, post the so-called “1998 Good Friday Agreement,” and the government of Northern Ireland’s forward-thinking decision to borrow creative investigative techniques from its sister across the Atlantic and employ IPSIGs as a means of combating the pervasive pattern of the extortion of construction contractors by paramilitary organizations, which have re-directed their activities from bombings to shakedowns.

I. Historical Roots of Corruption in NYC’s Construction Industry

A. Boss Tweed and the County Courthouse Debacle

Corruption has long plagued New York City’s construction industry.16 Perhaps the most notorious example involved the construction of the old New York County Courthouse.17 The County Board of Supervisors allocated $250,000 for the project in 1858, four years before Tammany Hall boss William Marcy Tweed and his supervisors acquired control over the Board. In the decade between the start of construction in 1861 and the Tweed ring’s ultimate exposure in 1871, the project absorbed $15 million in public funds without reaching completion.18 The paper trail ultimately uncovered the existence of dummy corporations, phantom employees on payroll and exceptionally creative accounting. Among other things, eight different painting contractors were paid to whitewash a single room, and 122,000 square yards of carpeting was paid for but never delivered—enough to carpet a two-lane highway from Manhattan to Albany.19

Bursts of reform continued in the 1870s after the Tweed ring was thrown out and Tweed himself sent to prison; the reformers fought for the adoption of a competitive bidding process for public contracts.20 Despite the fact that the new administration created the Office of Commissioner of Accounts, or OCA, the precursor to today’s Department of Investigation, and redesigned the contracting system to limit the discretion of city officials in awarding contracts, graft continued as a New York City tradition.21 Lincoln Steffens, writing in 1902, uncovered extensive corruption in the New York City Department of Buildings.22 A generation later, in 1931, the Seabury Commission exposed similar corruption in building regulation.23 More recently, according to the 1989 report by the New York State Organized Crime Task Force, or OCTF, official corruption persisted into the final years of the twentieth century.24

B. Racketeering and Organized Crime

Corruption in New York’s construction industry has not been the exclusive domain of public officials and their cronies. Perhaps most pervasive is the influence of organized crime which has historically employed control over construction unions to create and maintain influence.25 Through control of New York’s construction unions—in a competitive and fragmented industry characterized by large numbers of general contractors and subcontractors26—organized crime has plagued the city’s economy by “introducing endemic corruption, intimidation, and cynicism; by stifling healthy competition; and by imposing a hidden ‘tax’ on the cost of doing business that is passed on to residents and consumers.”27

The major reasons cited by the OCTF for New York City’s extremely high potential for racketeering were: (1) the enormous amounts of money involved; (2) large quantities of cash for illegal payments are easily acquired and concealed; (3) the existence of valuable non-monetary rewards, such as status, prestige and political power; (4) the cost of illegal payments can be passed on to the consumers in private construction; and (5) specific features of public construction—presenting an easier and more lucrative target for racketeers than private construction—provide special opportunities for profitable racketeering.28 As a result, organized crime continues to profit at taxpayers’ expense despite the constant threat of criminal prosecution.

While there have been rigorous criminal investigations, and numerous high-profile convictions of organized crime leaders in New York,29 indictments alone cannot complete the job. As Manhattan District Attorney Robert Morgenthau stated in testimony before the City Council in 1996, commenting on indictments in the private waste hauling industry, “Systematic corruption must be addressed not only by the criminal law, but by the regulatory structure. Once law enforcement has done its job, there must be a regulatory structure in place with sufficient muscle behind it to ensure that systematic corruption cannot return.”30 The challenge public officials face is to strike a balance between vigilantly monitoring public contracts, lest the city be defrauded by corrupt officials and contractors, while also allowing sufficient flexibility in the contracting sys-
A. Introduction to the IPSIG Concept

Independent Private Sector Inspectors General, or IPSIGs, are privately financed but officially sanctioned “watchdogs” that monitor companies in order to ensure compliance with relevant law and regulations while deterring, preventing, uncovering, and reporting unethical conduct within and against the organization. IPSIGs consist of entities or groups of individuals with demonstrated legal, investigative, audit, and loss prevention skills. Due to the unique skill combinations required of effective IPSIGs, they are often staffed by former law enforcement and investigative personnel with demonstrated expertise in detecting and preventing fraud. The IPSIG operates as a multi-disciplinary team that works with management and staff to monitor, investigate and analyze the business and operations of a host organization and to generate information concerning actual or potential fraud, waste and abuse. The data generated is then utilized in devising cost-effective internal controls to counteract the problems identified—while avoiding controls which would unduly impede the delivery of goods and services. Finally the data is used to design and implement codes of ethical conduct to ensure that corruption does not recur after it has been rooted out.

IPSIGs are a form of independent monitors utilized with great success in New York, often at the insistence of government prosecutors and regulators, to ensure that illegal and unethical activity in an industry or in a particular business entity will be placed under rigorous scrutiny for a defined period of time. Often IPSIGs have been appointed as part of a plea agreement or as a condition of a tainted company’s continued eligibility to bid on public contracts. The IPSIG’s fee is paid by the “host” entity but the IPSIG reports periodically to the government agency, regulator or prosecutor. It is a means by which in-depth scrutiny can be applied to a troubled business entity without the government having to deploy limited manpower and resources to ensure compliance with legal and ethical standards and with the terms and conditions of a plea or cooperation agreement.

In order to avoid capture by their host organization, it is imperative that IPSIGs remain independent, autonomous and self-sufficient. Furthermore, although an IPSIG is interactive within the host organization, it must be unconstrained by organizational biases which otherwise might cause it to protect corporate reputation at the expense of exposing unethical or illegal behavior. While it is true that some contractors may seek to hire the least aggressive or competent IPSIG available, and some IPSIGs, in theory, might find it in their interest to accommodate their host company, requiring the government agency, prosecutor or regulator to appoint the IPSIG of its choice, ensuring that the IPSIG reports to that authority rather than to the company, and specifying that IPSIGs be certified by the government agency (in New York City’s case, DOI) encourages their continued independence.

While the use of IPSIGs has generally been imposed as a requirement for public contracts, increasing numbers of monitors have been voluntarily hired. For example, waste management companies have used IPSIGs as a marketing tool, before seeking funding from outside investors, to remove some of the stigma of operating in a traditionally corruption-riddled industry. The versatility provided by the four symbiotic skill areas incorporated by IPSIGs (i.e., legal, investigative, audit and loss prevention) has resulted in their use in a wide variety of industries including construction, gambling, investment, utilities, health and real estate.

Litigators negotiating terms of cooperation and plea agreements with prosecutors and/or regulators are, with increasing frequency, proposing that their business entity clients agree to be monitored by a qualified IPSIG to permit the government agency to make certain that the entity remains in compliance with legal and ethical requirements and/or the terms of the settlement.”
the terms of settlements, court orders and consent decrees are obeyed. The invocation of an IPSIG can be incorporated into the settlement document, order or decree itself and can even be “so ordered,” thus providing the added authority of a court’s contempt powers to the sanctions otherwise available upon default.

Unlike the temporary invasion which results from a government prosecution, an IPSIG “sits in the bowels of an infected company.”40 The IPSIG is uniquely situated to combat corporate corruption because, “you have to reduce both the incentives to cheat and the opportunities to cheat—and that can never be done externally. It has to be done from within.”41 Notably, because the IPSIGs that come into industries that are corrupt or threatened with corruption can stay long enough to root out corruption and inefficiency and prevent their recurrence, they can serve as vehicles for preserving corporate entities.42

B. Origins of the IPSIG Model

The IPSIG concept can be traced back to the 1989 report “Corruption and Racketeering in the New York City Construction Industry,” published by the New York State Organized Crime Task Force (“OCTF”).43 The report—which catalogs the corruption and racketeering endemic to the city’s construction industry—envisaged that IPSIGs (then termed Certified Investigative Auditing Firms, or CIAFs) would be compulsorily hired by prime or general contractors working on public construction projects in excess of $5 million, with a minimum of 2% of the total project cost to be utilized as funding for the CIAF.44 The primary role of the CIAF was to scrutinize revenues and expenditures of contractors to expose the use of bribes, while also designing programs and strategies aimed at detecting and deterring corruption.45

The inspiration for the OCTF’s CIAF concept was the federal Inspector General Act of 1978.46 The Inspector General Act created 12 Inspector General positions, or IGs, one for each of the major federal civilian agencies. The IGs were charged with ensuring accountability within the agencies to which they were assigned by preventing and detecting fraud, waste and abuse in the operation of the agencies programs.47 Two factors made the IG office unique in the federal government: first, the combination of audit and investigative techniques; and second, the statutory guarantee of independence for the IG coupled with a responsibility to report directly to Congress.48 These distinctive characteristics are paralleled by private sector IPSIGs which also combine broad auditing and investigative skill sets with an obligation to report to an outside party (such as a government agency, regulator or prosecutor) information regarding wrongdoing by the company.49 The reporting obligations of IPSIGs stand in contrast to those of typical company compliance officers who may advise a company to disclose violations, but remain under no obligation to make such disclosures themselves.50

Since the adoption of the corporate Federal Sentencing Guidelines in November 1991,51 the IPSIG has become increasingly relevant as a vehicle for compliance.52 The Guidelines, heavily aimed at the deterrence of crime, shift policing responsibility from the state to the corporation itself,53 they provide carrot-and-stick incentives which reward companies that police themselves and punish those that do nothing to prevent, detect, or report fraud within their ranks.54 Rather than allowing corporations to disassociate themselves from a defalcating officer, the Guidelines provide that the sentencing of the organization will primarily be determined by the following factors: (a) the steps taken by the organization prior to the offense to ensure that it has an effective program to prevent and detect violations of the law; (b) whether high level personnel participated in, condoned, or were willfully ignorant of the criminal activity; and (c) whether the organization reported the offense it detected promptly, fully cooperated in the investigation, and accepted responsibility for its criminal conduct.55 Given the Guidelines’ emphasis on the positive obligations of organizations to prevent crime within their ranks, as well as detecting and reporting it, IPSIGs provide a model for complying with the guidelines.56

C. Imposing IPSIGs as a Condition for Public Contracts: Monitoring Agreements

In order to afford rehabilitated contractors and vendors (i.e., those who have been found “non-responsible” for purposes of bidding on public contracts) an opportunity to demonstrate their restored integrity, DOI, in conjunction with the Law Department and individual city agencies, has negotiated and entered into monitoring agreements with individual contractors. Each monitoring agreement is designed to address the contractor’s specific outstanding responsibility issues.57 Among the generic conditions included in these agreements is the requirement that the subject company retain, at its own expense, an IPSIG to review aspects of the contractor’s operations.

A standard IPSIG agreement requires the contractor to provide the IPSIG with unfettered access to its books, records, personnel, and operations. The IPSIG, in turn, maintains a 24-hour “hot line” telephone number used by employees or others to report instances of wrongdoing or corruption affecting or involving the contractor, especially with regard to the contractor’s performance of the city contracts. All findings made by the IPSIG during the course of its work are reported directly to DOI, which supervises the implementation of the monitoring agreement and works with the appointed IPSIG.
to develop and implement a strict code of business ethics as well as a corruption prevention program. In addition, the contractor must agree to have all personnel undergo ethics training. Should the contractor fail to comply with its obligations under the monitoring agreement, the city may declare the contractor in default of the agreement and any existing city contracts being performed.  

D. **Tully Construction Company: A Monitoring Agreement Success Story**

In 1996, for the first time, New York City agreed to do business with a company despite a “non-responsible” finding as a result of its alleged organized crime connections, failings in its VENDEX disclosures, environmental violations and tax difficulties. That company was Tully Construction, notably one of the four companies which would later work at Ground Zero. On February 13, 1996, Tully reached an agreement with the city that allowed reinstatement as a responsible bidder; central to the agreement was the condition that Tully consent to the presence of an IPSIG to oversee its operations. In addition, the reinstatement agreement required Tully to adopt a Code of Business Ethics and introduce an ethics training program for its employees. The city selected the Fairfax Group (later Decision Strategies and now Vance) as Tully’s IPSIG at an annual cost of approximately $300,000.

A Code of Business Ethics acceptable to the city attached as an exhibit to the settlement agreement, required: (1) specific standards for employees, officers and directors to follow in their business in regard to bribery, fraud, collusion and any other criminal or unethical act; (2) a policy under which the company would dismiss any employee, officer, or director who is convicted under state or criminal law for business-related activities, or, absent a conviction, to diligently investigate any charges against any employee, officer or director where they bear upon the business integrity of the company, (3) a policy barring the company from engaging any member or associate of an organized crime group as an owner, officer, director, consultant, or employee; and (4) a requirement that the company’s owners, employees, officers and directors report to the IPSIG and the city any illegal or unethical conduct or other improprieties with respect to any city contracts, whether committed by an owner, employee, officer or director of the company, any subcontractor, vendor, labor official, city employee, or anyone else.

In addition to specifying Tully’s obligations, the monitoring agreement also sets forth the duties and mandates of the IPSIG, appointed for an initial monitoring period of three years, plus a potential two-year extension at the sole unreviewable discretion of the city. The IPSIG’s mandate, which Tully had no right to direct or control (although it could appeal to the city if it felt the IPSIG exceeded the scope of its duties) included: monitoring and investigating the company’s compliance with the terms and conditions of the agreement and monitoring and investigating the actions, conduct, operations, or omissions of the company, or any of its officers, directors, principals, employees, or affiliated companies or entities, that, in the judgment of the IPSIG or the city, may relate to the assessment of the vendor responsibility of the company. In order to aid the IPSIG’s work, Tully was also required to facilitate access to all books, files, accounts, computer records and correspondence. Finally, Tully also authorized the IPSIG to immediately report “to the city and to appropriate law enforcement authorities any suspected or actual criminal activity or any suspected or actual unethical or irregular business activity on the part of the company, its employees, officers, directors, subcontractors, suppliers and vendors, or labor officials, without notice or disclosure to Tully.” The Tully settlement agreement expired on February 13, 2001.

By entering into the monitoring agreement, the city was able to rehabilitate a substantial construction company that is traditionally very highly regarded for the quality of its work and for its low bids, and in doing so preserved another potential bidder for public construction, thereby ensuring the continued operation of a competitive bidding system. The success of IPSIGs in rehabilitating industries involved in public contracts is not limited to Tully, or even to the construction industry. Similar success stories abound in the efforts of the New York’s School Construction Authority and the Trade Waste Commission.

III. **Combating Corruption During Chaos: September 11, 2001**

The work at Ground Zero was “much tempered by a real sense of patriotism,” and perhaps some “reluctance by those who otherwise might have been inclined to do wrong.” Nevertheless, one constant accompanies every crisis: people and businesses who willingly exploit tragedy. The aftermath of the World Trade Center destruction proved no exception. According to one watchdog group, con artists seeking “donations” sent out e-mails less than two hours after the airliners impacted the towers. In the days and weeks following the attacks, there were instances of price-gouging by gasoline stations, identity theft, insurance fraud, and looting at the site itself.

In the wake of reports that steel from the World Trade Center site had been stolen, the Giuliani administration took a bold and creative step when it announced on October 4, 2001 that the city had entered into monitoring agreements under which each of the four
Ground Zero construction companies were required to engage the services of an IPSIG selected and designated by DOI. The monitoring effort was coordinated by DOI along with DDC, the FEMA Inspector General, local District Attorneys, and the United States Attorneys of the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York.

Despite the fact that the move to hire IPSIGs came almost a month after work began, the decision to retain them was reportedly made before reports of stolen debris. Hiring IPSIGs to monitor a disaster scene proved an unusual and unexpected move. The determination to hire IPSIGs surprised construction industry experts, who felt the appointment of the IPSIGs, absent any indications of fraud or theft, unfairly tainted the entire industry. In the words of Lou Coletti, chairman of the City Building Trades Employers’ Association: “If the city’s desire is to improve processes, we would all be supportive, but the whole industry is being broad-brushed because of the actions of a few small operators.”

The frustration voiced within the construction industry, however misplaced, was likely the result of the fact that the use of IPSIGs at Ground Zero represented a shift away from their more typical use in city construction projects. Previously, as demonstrated by Tully’s 1996 Settlement Agreement, they were imposed as a condition of doing business where the construction company’s “responsibility” had already been called into question. While IPSIGs had not previously been a condition of emergency no-bid contracts in the city, the size of the World Trade Center contracts dwarfed previous cases. In 1999 and 2000 combined, the city signed only $77 million in emergency no-bid contracts. In light of the circumstances, not only were the IPSIGs justified, but the general absence of reports of racketeering and abuse after their work began supports the conclusion that they were a vital part of a well-organized effort to actively prevent and detect fraud and other abusive practices. The success of the monitoring effort belongs not only to the IPSIGs, but also to DOI, which is addressed in the following section before taking a closer look at provisions and implementation of the monitoring agreements.

A. The New York City Department of Investigation

Among government entities in the United States, New York City is unique in having a large executive agency whose primary undertaking is to investigate and prevent official corruption. That agency is the New York City Department of Investigation. Perhaps better known for its investigations of possible cases of corruption with an emphasis on prosecution, DOI played a more preventative role during the World Trade Center cleanup. According to Edward Kuriansky, then-Commissioner of DOI, the Ground Zero construction integri-ty initiative was intended to ensure that work at the WTC recovery met the same high integrity standards imposed on all other vendors doing business with the city.

While DDC retained responsibility for the site as a whole, DOI and its law enforcement partners worked together in order to “make certain that all contractors perform their work according to the terms of their contracts by properly allocating their equipment and personnel and disposing of all materials in an authorized manner.” To aid this process, DOI set up an “Integrity Hot Line,” which operated 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to enable anyone with information about wrongdoing involving fraud, waste, theft, abuse, security breaches, and safety violations to confidentially report that information to the proper authorities.

Throughout the cleanup process, DOI maintained a two-way stream of communication with the four IPSIGs. In addition to any regular communication necessary, DOI also more formally met with the IPSIGs at least once a week to look at any findings, to consider how problems should be approached, and to determine proper audit protocols. DOI was of “immeasurable help,” and “kept everyone focused.” In addition to lending a unifying force to the monitoring efforts of the IPSIGs, the DOI was also able to ensure that the monitors reviewed what DOI felt was necessary. In turn DOI, well aware of its staffing limitations, valued the manpower and resources the IPSIGs brought to the operation.

B. The Quadrant System: Four Contractors and Four IPSIGs

DDC imposed a rough order on the World Trade Center site from the outset by dividing the area into quadrants. The zones were of roughly equal size with one construction company assigned to each quadrant. While the quadrants were not strictly delineated on the ground, they did serve to concentrate each company’s efforts on specific portions of the debris. As work on the site progressed, numerous shifting arrangements blurred the delineation between the original quadrants as one company or another took responsibility for overarching tasks. For example, Bovis Lend Lease became the Construction Manager at the WTC site in January 2002, with “overall responsibility for recovery, debris removal, demolition work, and construction of temporary structures.”

Similarly, although each IPSIG was assigned to a specific construction company (and de facto to a specific quadrant), as the operation developed individual IPSIGs took on general overarching tasks. For example, Decision Strategies undertook real-time surveillance of all trucks carting away debris and Thacher Associates...
monitored many of the environmental aspects of the site. The question arises why four IPSIGs were selected and compelled to work together rather than appointing one monitor for the entire site. Four IPSIGs were necessary, according Steven Pasichnow of DOI, because of the “enormity of the project, which was simply too big for any one IPSIG.” In addition, because each IPSIG used slightly different methodologies and protocols, they learned a great deal from each other’s monitoring styles and provided a means of assuring that all of the bases had been covered.

C. A Closer Look at the Trade Center Monitoring Agreements

All four monitoring agreements between the City of New York and the respective construction companies were entered into on October 4, 2001 and are substantially identical. The first portion of the agreement sets forth “Contractor Integrity Standards” which include covenants that the “contractor will not engage a person to work on any aspect of the Contract who is an alleged member or associate of an Organized Crime Group,” and agrees among other things, to adopt business conduct standards for employees working on any aspect of the contract.

Notably, unlike earlier settlement agreements which are not limited to a particular contract with the city, all references are exclusively to work on the WTC contract. This limitation in scope is likely in recognition of the fact that none of the four companies was found “non-responsible.” Therefore, the emphasis was not on intrusive long-term alterations of company policy, but rather simply to protect against fraud, waste and abuse specifically in connection with this project.

Rather than attaching a lengthy model Code of Business Ethics and Standards of Conduct, as in prior settlement agreements, the WTC monitoring agreements condense these principles into a short list requiring that the contractor and/or its employees shall not: (a) file with the city or any government entity a written instrument that intentionally contains a false statement or false information; (b) intentionally falsify business records; (c) give or offer any money, gratuities, or any other benefit to a labor official; (d) give or offer any money, gratuities, or any other benefit to any city public servant; (e) attempt to make any agreement that seeks to rig bids, restrain trade by collusion or unfair trade or labor practices, or prevent the lowest responsible bidder from obtaining any subcontract related to or involved with the contract; and (f) knowingly participate in the activities of any organized crime group or permit any person allegedly associated with an organized crime group to participate in any of the business affairs of the contractor on the contract.

In addition, the monitoring agreement delineated the mandate and duties of the compliance monitors (i.e., IPSIGs) in connection with the contract, and work involving the World Trade Center Complex disaster. These duties included:

- Monitoring and investigating the actions, conduct, operations, or omissions of the contractor, or any of its employees, subcontractors, consultants, suppliers, vendors, or other entities that have any connection with the contract and/or work involving the WTC disaster, that in the judgment of the compliance monitor or the city, may relate to the contractor’s responsibility as a contractor.

- Conducting audits and investigations to ensure: (a) compliance with all laws; (b) compliance with the terms of the contract; (c) that payroll and payment requisitions submitted to the city are complete, accurate and truthful; (d) that no reimbursements for expenses are incurred in connection with providing anything of value to government employees or labor organizations.

- Conducting on-site review and surveillance of the contractor, its vendors, suppliers and subcontractors. Such review includes, but is not limited to, demolition, debris removal, carting and haulage firms, in the performance of the contract.

- Designing and implementing procedures—including developing questionnaires—to ensure that all vendors, suppliers and subcontractors possess the requisite integrity and qualifications to do business with the city.

- Conducting field investigations and on-site investigations as necessary.

Not only were the construction company executives made aware of the monitoring process, but in a letter from Rudolph Giuliani to all Ground Zero personnel the Mayor sought “assistance in assuring that nothing whatsoever occurs to tarnish the integrity of this great undertaking.” The use of independent monitors was necessary, Giuliani wrote, because: “Regrettably, in these trying times, there may be some who will seek to profit unfairly by overcharging, underpaying, or cheating the government and their fellow citizens.”

In the following section we look at how the IPSIGs’ mandates were put into practice to deter the abuses that concerned Mayor Giuliani.

D. Monitoring in Action at the World Trade Center Site

Typically, an IPSIG at the start of its work has a six-month period during which substantial resources are dedicated to analyzing how the company operates: scrutinizing business records, screening subcontractors...
and establishing an ethics program. Having been thrown into the breach nearly a month after work at Ground Zero had begun, the four IPSIGs faced an abbreviated ramp-up period. Fortunately, Tully Construction, AMEC and Bovis all previously worked with Decision Strategies/Fairfax; Stier, Anderson & Malone; and Thacher Associates, respectively. While this prior experience provided a valuable jump-start, the enormity of the accounting effort is demonstrated by the fact that the IPSIGs were continuing, even into July 2003, to scrutinize the invoices submitted by the construction companies.

The monitoring effort fell into roughly two categories: (1) monitoring the invoices and other accounting-related matters, and (2) physically monitoring the human and capital equipment used at the site. Throughout their work, the IPSIGs submitted invoices to DOI detailing every aspect of the monitoring effort. The DOI, in turn, reviewed the charges before sending summary invoices, redacted of details, to the construction companies for payment. By use of this process, DOI continually monitored the IPSIGs and guided their focus while preventing the possibility of tipping off the construction companies with regard to where monitoring resources were deployed (for example, whether the emphasis was being placed on audit work or on field surveillance).

a. Monitoring Truck Movement

Although the forensic accounting examination of invoices was a lengthy and complex effort, the highest profile task of the monitoring effort was scrutinizing the debris removal process. In order to prevent material thefts, virtually every piece of debris removed from the Trade Center site was given a prescribed route and destination. At first, Decision Strategies field investigators physically surveilled the routes from Ground Zero to the designated receiving sites, where law enforcement personnel sifted through the debris, and the trucks were outfitted with Global Positioning Satellite (“GPS”) receivers to track their movement and to coordinate traffic patterns in and around the lower Manhattan worksite. Furthermore, because a favored means of abuse in hauling contracts is to use under-size trucks, thereby forcing more trips to the landfill, every truck was observed by IPSIG investigators and weighed as it left the site to ensure that it carried a full load. The trucks were also weighed upon reaching their destination to assure that no material was diverted along the way and logs were kept of what every truck hauled for every run, allowing for full documentation of the work completed.

b. Field Surveillance

Detailed surveillance extended not only to movement into and out of the Trade Center site, but also to the workers and machinery within the site. Among the objectives of the field investigations were to periodically inventory the equipment in the field, to literally count the number of cranes and backhoes, to check against the equipment the companies were charging the city for on a given day. Sign-in sheets were prepared for the construction crews working on each shift; after the shift had begun the sheet would be photocopied and replaced so that no additional names could clandestinely be added to it.

While completing field investigations, the monitors generally wore identification badges marked with a large “M,” clearly identifying their purpose on the site. At other times, monitors used unmarked identification, allowing them to observe the workers covertly without advertising their purpose. While neither DOI nor the IPSIGs commented on specific abuses or their discovery, there was a reported incident of an entire AMEC crew of 27 ironworkers thrown off the site for spending an entire shift doing nothing. Finally, in addition to policing against payroll abuses, there was a need to maintain efficiency of operations as hundreds of pieces of heavy equipment engaged in what William Lange-wiesche described as a “dance of dinosaurs.” Ensuring that the right equipment was available, and that everything was properly maintained and utilized to its fullest extent, considerably sped up the operation.

Despite the physical and emotional challenges presented to thousands of laborers, demolition specialists, ironworkers, engineers, and heavy equipment operators who toiled on the site, the WTC operation was completed ahead of schedule and well under projected cost estimates. In a mere eight months, approximately four months faster than expected, the work was completed. On May 30, 2002 the completion of an unprecedented recovery and cleanup effort was marked when the Trade Center’s last steel beam was carried out during a wordless ceremony at 10:29 a.m., the exact time the second tower fell on September 11th.

By appointing IPSIGs, the Giuliani administration took a preemptive strike against corruption. The move was justified not only because the city had been forced to suspend normal bidding rules in awarding the four $250 million cleanup contracts, but also because the work at the World Trade Center was the focus of national attention, placing public confidence in government at risk. The monetary and emotional stakes at Ground Zero were extremely high, but it should be borne in mind that because city agencies enter into 40,000 contracts worth nearly $7 billion each year, the stakes are always high. While there are many lessons to be learned from the World Trade Center rescue and recovery effort, perhaps the most valuable with regard to public works is that by the use of IPSIGs as a means of “opportunity blocking,” we free the hands of our
public officials to grant public funds on the basis of efficiency and quality while still preventing the construction abuses that have long plagued New York City.

IV. IPSIGs and Northern Ireland

New York’s positive experience with IPSIGs generally and, in the case of the Ground Zero cleanup specifically, the invocation of IPSIGs on a prophylactic basis, has inspired the forward-thinking government of Northern Ireland to apply the IPSIG concept as a template to help it deal with Northern Irish paramilitary extortionists who have plagued the construction industry there.

For better than four decades, since the mid-1960s, religious, economic and political tensions in Northern Ireland gave birth to an endless and a seemingly irresolvable cycle of violent acts of terrorism perpetrated by paramilitary organizations in both the loyalist and republican camps of the conflict. By the mid-1990s, it was estimated that more than 3,500 people had been killed and multiples of that number injured and maimed. Euphemistically referred to by the deceptively benign term “The Troubles,” these escalating acts of violence continued at an often torrid pace notwithstanding numerous efforts to reach a political resolution throughout the period leading up to the mid-1990s.

Shortly after Tony Blair assumed the mantle of leadership of the United Kingdom in 1997, significant progress toward a permanent cease-fire was made, with former United States Senator George Mitchell serving as the prime catalyst. This peace process culminated in April 1998 in the so-called “Good Friday Agreement,” which set forth a blueprint for the re-alignment of the constitutional governance of Northern Ireland, essentially placing Northern Ireland’s future in the hands of its citizenry. Since then, despite occasional “brushfire” episodes of shootings and bombings and other traditional terrorist acts, spurred by lingering, deep-rooted suspicions, The Troubles, it seems, continue to fade into the past.

With the de facto de-commissioning of the paramilitaries on both sides of the conflict, however, the more steadfast segments of those organizations have turned their collective attention—not surprisingly—to some of the activities associated with more traditional organized criminal enterprises. They have unabashedly plagiarized pages, indeed entire volumes, from more classic organized crime groups such as The Mafia as well as the Russian and Asian organized crime gangs of a more recent vintage. Their arsenal of illegal activities have included highjackings, drug trafficking, loan-sharking, money-laundering, counterfeiting of currency and goods and, of course, extortion. These activities continually re-fuel the funding engines of these paramilitary organizations.

So prevalent have been the activities of these Northern Irish paramilitaries-turned mobster/terrorists, that the government and its Northern Ireland Office, or NIO, has been propelled into formulating a cohesive strategy and multi-agency offensive to combat this proliferation of organized criminal activities. In September 2000, NIO, borrowing a proven successful approach from United States federal, state and local multi-agency joint organized crime task forces, created the Northern Ireland Organized Crime Task Force, or Task Force. It is currently and most visibly comprised of the NIO itself, the Police Service of Northern Ireland, Her Majesty’s Customs and Excise Service, the Ireland Revenue Service, the National Criminal Intelligence Service, the Home Office and the Asset Recovery Service.

Much of the extortion activity that has emerged as a serious threat has been in the context of the otherwise burgeoning construction industry. The economic landscape has been much improved over the past few years; new construction is almost always a barometer of the economy’s health. Typically, the paramilitaries-turned-extortionists have utilized the time-tested “protection racket” as their primary vehicle for compelling illegal payments. A construction company executive or project foreman would be approached and either directly or obtusely told that if the job was to proceed without “unfortunate accidents” and acts of violence targeting construction company personnel and/or their family members, substantial payments would have to be made to the extortionist. Perhaps the payment would be directed to be made to a fictitious vendor or supplier. Because charities in Northern Ireland are not currently regulated, it has been reported that the paramilitaries often demand that the extortion victims make “contributions” to an unregulated “charity” which, of course, they control.

In its most recently published annual report, issued in 2004, the Task Force reports:

Extortion remains a cornerstone of fundraising among paramilitary organizations in Northern Ireland. Much of the focus on extortion and racketeering over the past year has been to enhance existing provisions for the protection of witnesses to encourage more reporting. Victims often live in fear for their safety and livelihood and so frequently withdraw complaints before police can fully investigate the matter. The Home Office is currently reviewing the arrangement for the protection of witnesses and the OCTF will contribute to this.
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So serious a problem has this been that NIO and the Task Force retained the expert services of Professor Ronald Goldstock, formerly Director of the New York State Organized Crime Task Force, to be its organized crime consultant. Professor Goldstock studied the emergence of organized crime in Northern Ireland for almost two years. In January 2004, he submitted a detailed report to the Secretary of State which reflected his investigative findings and recommendations for dealing with this serious problem. His excellent report is entitled Organized Crime in Northern Ireland: A Report to the Secretary of State. The reader is urged to read the report in its entirety along with the government’s response by the Security Commissioner and Chair of the Task Force, Ian Pearson.

“It is nothing short of ironic, but nonetheless not surprising, that two great governments would be able to benefit by each other’s experience in battling a common and pernicious enemy that speaks the same English language, but with different accents and dialects.”

The cornerstone of Professor Goldstock’s recommendations addressing the paramilitary extortion problem in the construction industry is “...continued and expanded [partnership with the private sector] including the use of Independent Private Sector Inspectors General [“IPSIGs”], particularly within the construction industry and for the regulation of charities.”

Conclusion

NIO and the Task Force have embraced many of Professor Goldstock’s recommendations, including the use of IPSIGs on a pilot project basis on a number of designated construction projects in and around Belfast, Northern Ireland. They have solicited “requests for proposals” from established IPSIGs for this pilot program. Not surprisingly, a number of the experienced IPSIGs from the New York metropolitan area, including some of those who were assigned by the City of New York to oversee the Ground Zero clean-up, have submitted substantive responses. The first few construction projects have already been identified by the Government of Northern Ireland and are expected to commence, with IPSIGs in place, in the Spring of 2005. Many of the very same techniques and investigative protocols employed at Ground Zero in New York are expected to be utilized by the IPSIGs and the Task Force in Belfast and its environs. New York’s successful prophylactic Ground Zero experiment with IPSIGs has become a dynamic template for Northern Ireland. It is nothing short of ironic, but nonetheless not surprising, that two great governments would be able to benefit by each other’s experience in battling a common and pernicious enemy that speaks the same English language, but with different accents and dialects.
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